Connecting your Android based Smart Phones and Tablets to the NJITsecure wireless network

We strongly recommend the use of NJITsecure wireless network for Android Smart Phones and Tablets. The NJITsecure SSID wireless network will remain authenticated until your password expires, (approximately 90 days). This will allow you to be connected to the wireless network automatically as soon as it’s within range.

Each Android device and flavor is slightly different; the Settings menu should be denoted with a gear. The following screen shots may look different than the version of Android you have.

1. Start by getting to the **Settings** on your Android device.
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2. Select Wi-Fi or Wireless Networks and make sure it is turned on.
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3. If you are in range of NJITsecure you will see it listed, Tap on it to configure as shown below in the following screens.

![NJITsecure configuration screen]

4. For **Identity** Faculty and Staff enter `njitdm\UCID` and Students `academic\UCID`

![Identity configuration screen]

4a. Enter as appropriate for Faculty and Staff `njitdm\UCID` and Students `academic\UCID`
5. For the Password you will use your njitdm/UCID or academic/UCID password and tap **Connect**
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- **Anonymous identity** Leave Blank
- **Password** Use your njitdm/UCID or academic/UCID password
- **Show password**
- **Show advanced options**

**Connect**

6. At this point you should be back on your Wireless Networks Setting page and NJITsecure should appear as below.
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